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Rations^.—There is general agreement that reading instruction is high¬
ly important throia^out the elementary grades. Beyond this point, however,
there are divergent opinions concerning what aspects of the reading process
should be emphasized at certain stages in its development. Efficiency in
silent reading, effectiveness in oral readiaag, and skill in word recogni¬
tion are identified as goals of the program, but teachers differ in their
attempts to effect a balance which does not overenphasize or slight the de¬
velopment of either one.
No matter what the plan of teaching may be pupils eind teachers come to
realize that skills in word recognition are basic tools in reading. To a
large extent progress in reading depends ipon the growing ability to recog¬
nize word units in different contextual settings.
Most considerations of vocabulary development involve two highly inter¬
related factors: word recognition and word meaning. Word recognition skills
cannot be developed successfully in isolation from meaning; moreover, word
recognition may be thought of as a first step in deeuLing with a printed sym¬
bol, for after the reader has identified the word he must respond to it at
some level of meaning or it is of no use to him.
On the other hand, word recognition skills are aids to interpreting the
meanings of new material, in which words recur in different arrangements and
language patterns. A lack of word recognition ability forms blocks to com¬
prehension which hamper listening, speaking and writing, as well as reading.
Students in this field are aware, also, that the rapidity with which
the reader recognizes symbols is highly important. Certainly, there is no
■1
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effort to stress speed at the expense of accxiracy, but it is realized that
if boys and girls are given proper guidance they can develop the ability to
respond to symbols quickly and correctly.
The present study addressed itself to the task of finding out what re¬
lationships might exist among certain aspects of word recognition abilities
and rate and accuracy of perception. It was hoped that this investigation
woiold suggest ways to iii5)rove the teaching of reading to pupils who are re¬
ceiving initial guidance into this vital area of communication.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in this stxidy was to
determine the relationship of oral reading and word recognition abilities
of first-grade pupils to their performances on tests of rate and accuracy
of word perception.
Purpose of the Study.—The general purpose of this study was to ascer¬
tain first-grade pupils' relative abilities in oral reading and word recog¬
nition skills, and to relate them to their performances on tests of rate
and accuracy of perception.
Specifically, this study attempted to answer these questions:
1. What are the general levels of word recognition and oral
reading of these first-grade pupils?
2. How do they rate in recognition of words in context?
3. How do they rate in recognition of words in isolation?
4. What are their general levels of rate and accwacy in
word perception?
5. How do these levels of perception relate to:
a. General levels of word recognition
b. General oral reading performances
c. Recognition of words in context
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d. Recognition of vords in isolation
6. What are the differences, if any, in relationships vhen these
performances are considered in terms of sex?
7, What conclusions and inplications for improved classroom prac¬
tices may he dravm from the findings?
Description of Subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were thir¬
ty-eight first-grade pupils enrolled in The Florance Street Public School,
Savannah, Georgia, during the school year 195^-1955* These youngsters came
from homes where there were older children or parents who were interested in
their progress in school. Almost the first day of school each of them had a
book bag and a lunch box, or money for a hot Ixmch in the limchroom.
Many persons who visited their room agreed with the theme, "School is
Fun;" these children made it so. Certainly this seemed to be a group of
healthy, happy children ready to begin working with the"three R's." Most of
them had spent at least one and a half years in the kindergeirten. One year
from the time of this study three of them were doing acceptable work in grade
three, while the others were progressing satisfactorily in their expected
grade.
Before beginning the testing program, the California Short-Form Test of
Mental Ifeturity was administered and their intelligence grade placement
ranged from 1.0 to 3*0. It was thx;is concluded that the pupils possessed a
range of capacity favorable to initial reading instruction. The pupils' at¬
titude testing program was hi^y satisfactory. Since many of their lessons
were presented in the form of a game, thus, the data for this study was ob¬
tained. They came to school eager to get on with their game and to get out
early. The oral reading test was completed without their realizing they
were being tested. It was to their delict to read for the princii)al, Mrs.
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Edwards. It was from this point that as many as ten children were tested
each day \mtil each subject had been tested. Truly, the testing program
was a regular routine of enjoyable games for the children.
Instnmients.—The instruments used in gathering the data for the re¬
search were as follows:
1. The Three Dimension Tachistoscope, testing for accuracy and
rapidity in word recognition.
2. The Manwiller Word Recognition Test, Form B for Grades 1 and
2, by Charles E. Manwiller, Copyright 1934 by the World Book
Con5>aj3y.
3. The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, The Reading Vocab¬
ulary Section, by Donald D. Durrell, Professor of Education,
Boston University.
4. The Vocabiilary Section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test,
1952 Revision, by Gtertrude Hildreth, World Book Con^jany, New
York.
Operational Steps.—In order to realize the purposes outlined in this
research, the study proceeded th^lsly:
1. Literature pertinent to the thesis research was reviewed and
summarized.
2. The descriptive survey method of research, employing the spe¬
cial. techniques of testing and statistical interpretation, was
used to gather the necessary data for the research.
3. The Manwiller Word Recognition Test was administered in order
to determine pi^jils' abilities in recognition of words in iso¬
lation.
4. The oral reading section of The Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty was eB5)loyed in order to determine the oral, read-
ing abilities of the pupils.
5. The word meaning section of the Metropolitan Achievement Itest
was administered in order to determine their abilities in
recognition of words in context.
6. Further investigation was made of their abilities of word
recognition and acc\rracy of perception with the use of the
Three Dimension Tachistoscope.
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7. The data derived from the administration of the tests were as¬
sembled into appropriate tables and figiores as detennined by
the purposes of the research.
8. The basic data set forth in the tables were statistically
treated throiigh the computation of such measures as mean, med¬
ian, standard error of the mean, standard deviation and Pear¬
son Product-moment Coefficient of Correlation.
9. Conclusions and recommendations were drawn.
Statistical ^feasures Used.—The statistical measxires that were used to
answer questions raised in the purposes of the study were as follows:
1. The mean and median were the measures used in order to deter¬
mine the group average on each of the tests given.
2. The range and standard deviation provided measures of scatter
so that it was possible to see the relative homogeneity or
heterogeneity of the scores.
3. tfeasures of standard error were utilized to determine the sig¬
nificance of the various statistics, particularly the mean and
coefficient of correlation.
It-. In one instance T scores were conputed in order to treat two
different test scales of word recognition as if they were of
the same value.
5. The Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was used
to determine the relationship between word recognition and rate
of perception and oral reading and rate of perception.
6. Measures of "z" scores were utilized for the purposes of com¬
paring relationship.
7. Fisher's "t" was used for the computation of differences when
small samples were concerned as well as large ones.
Limitations of the Study.—The limitations of this study inhered in
at least three of its aspects. First, it was limited to thirty-eight first-
grade pupils who had received initial guidance in learning to read. Second-
ly, pxpils' performances on standardized tests and reaction to quick ex¬
posures of familiar symbols provided data for the study. The data were
treated statistically through use of measures of variability and central
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tendency and relationship.
Description of the Tests.—"nie Metropolitan Achievement Tests, the
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, the Manviller Word Recognition
Test, and the Tachistoscopic Test were selected on the basis of their high
validity, reliability and usability.
The Primary Metropolitan Achievement Test has four separate divisions;
Reading, Word Pictures, Word Recognition, Word Meaning and N\M)ers. The
average of the subtest scores on each battery provides a measure of average
achievement for the individual pupil. Summaries of individual pupil data
for various administrative units will reveal the relative status in each of
1
the areas measiared or on total achievement.
The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty Tests were standardized for
over a period of foxu* years on approximately 4,000 subjects with reading
difficvilties. In this extensive use, the norms were found to check satis¬
factorily a^inst other reading tests. This test is based on the errors
2
made in the reading of the 4,000 children noted above.
The final vocabulary of the Manwiller Word Recognition Tests were taken
from an analysis of the vocabulary lists of fifteen basic primers which were
considered on the basis of common usage. These words were compared with the
Gates Word List as well as a word list derived from standardized reading
3
tests.
^Gertrude H. Hildreth, Metropolitan Achievement Test. Primary Series,
New York: World Book Company, 1946.
^Donald D. Durrell, Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, New York:
World Book Company, 1937.
3charles E. Manwiller, Manwiller Word Recognition Test, New York; World
Book Company, 1935*
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Statistically the tests vere foxaid to be high in validity and relia¬
bility. The statistical validity vas established by correlating the test
with the teacher's judgment of pvipils and with the res\alts of the Gates
Word Recognition Test. The reliability of this test was determined by cal¬
culating the coefficient of correlation between sets of scores from the
forms A and B of the test which was administered to 277 first and second-
grade pupils. The coefficient was .90/ .OO8.
The Tachistoscopic Test consisted of 75 words taken from the six basic
first-grade readers used at Florence Street School. They were checked
against the word list of the Manwiller Word Recognition Tests and the Bur¬
rell Analysis of Reading Difficulty and approved by the first-grade teach¬
ers. Since this technique was used for testing rapidity and accuracy of
word perception, measures were taken to assxire rates of exposure which would
give the child only enough time for just one look and one trial to a word.
The resulting rate averaged one-half second.
Related Literature.—This review of related literature presents in¬
formation from studies which have (l) given insight into the major roles
of word recognition, oral reading and perception in beginning reading pro¬
grams and (2) reported findings which have pertinence for the present study.
Quick perception of a stock of sight words is erphasized in major read¬
ing programs outlined by specialists who base their proposals on extended
1.2,3
studies. They identify as one of the first instructional tasks that
lEdward Dolch, Problems in Reading, (Champaign, Illinois: 1948), p. 1
(Garrard Press).
2ciarence Stone, Progress in Primary Reading, 1950.
^Miles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading, New York: Appleton-Cen-
tury-Crofts, Inc., 1952, pp.' 86-94.
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of guiding the pupil in acquiring a supply of si^t words needed for assur-
1
ing success in the beginning of formal reading. These sight words consist
of neunes of common things: colors, actions and also the more common and fre¬
quently used adjectives, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, and adverbs.
2
Dolch, through analysis of word lists for primary grades, has compiled a
basic sight vocabulary of 220 words, composed of common service words used
in all writing. In addition he has done a list of 95 of the most common
3
nouns. Stone has argued that these more commonly occurring nouns should
be in a basic list. Regardless of differences of opinion in listings, the
findings of research permit the conclusion that quick perception of a basic
list of words is essential to success in the majority of current beginning
reading programs.
This prevailing trend in reliance upon quick perception of words which
have rich meaning for pvipils is recognized as a psychologically valid ap¬
proach in early reading experiences. Perceiving is a fundamental kind of
learning. It is active in natinre and constitutes the use of eyes, ears and
all other senses which may give meaning to an experience. This line of
reasoning accoimts for the fact that in a discussion of reading methods of
yesterday and today, Adams, Gray and Reese say:
^Margaret McKim, Guiding Growth in Reading, New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1955, p. 117*
^Edward Dolch, "Test Word Knowledge vs. Frequency Counts," Journal
of Educational Research, 44: 457-470, (l/ferch, I951).
^Op. cit.
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Instead of beginning with a known word and pronouncing it,
the old system began with a fragment and built a word lapon it
layer by layer, i.e., through synthesis. Thus, the old method
emphasized sounding, whereas to^y we pronounce the whole word.
A functional unit, the word, is ovir starting point.^
. . .History has taught us also, that the emphasis in beginning
reading should be placed on meaning; instead of starting a child
off with utterly strange letters of the alphabet, words familiar
to the child from his spoken vocabulary are used in his first con¬
tacts with reading.2
In the major portion of the literature the term, "word recognition,"
goes a step further than quick perception or identification of the print¬
ed symbol and involves some level of word analysis. Tinker identifies pic¬
ture clues, verbal context clues, word form clues, phonetic analysis, and
structural analysis as facets of the process of recognition. More specifi¬
cally, Broom and others list tasks which beginning readers seem capable of
mastering. They explain that word recognition is the basic skill to be
mastered in beginning reading; it is needed to interpret the meanings of
new words that recur in different language patterns. Several methods may
be used in attenpting to solve a word that is not immediately recognized;
(1) the word may be sounded out and then blended to get the pronunciation;
(2) the size and shape of the word may serve as clues; (3) the resemblance
of the word to another which is already known may be noticed. The use of
context clues is believed to be one of the most inportant word recognition
3
aids to be emphasized from the time the child is first introduced to reading.
^Fay Adams, Lillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to Read.
(New York, 19h9), p. 325.
^Ibid., p. 53.
3m«- E. Broom, Effective Reading Instruction, (New York, 1951), pp. 227-
229
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It is realized, however, that these methods may be defeated by per¬
sistent errors which thwart accuracy in word recognition. Studies show
that errors on the beginnings of words are less common than errors on the
middle of words and on word endings. Endings such as "es," "ed," "ly,"
and "ing" are too often ignored. Among the most common confusions are:
"b," "d," ’’p" and "q;" "1," ”t," " f" and "k;" uand "n;" mand "w," and the
1
vowel errors, "a" and "e." Words with initial consonant blends were found
to be very difficult to recognize. Words composed of more than four let¬
ters and words with consonant beginnings and endings were foimd to have a
2
high degree of difficulty.
The major role of oral reading is variously assessed by different stu-
3
dents of the subject. Several studies assume the position taken by Gray
who said that oral reading is probably the more natural beginning approach
for teaching reading, as the child already has an extensive oral vocabulary.
It shoxild be enphasized that the kind of oral reading that is to be encour¬
aged in the early grades is not a "performance" in the sense of an exhibi¬
tion. Its chief fvinction is to develop worthwhile skills in communicating
k
ideas read from the printed page.
^Edward W, Dolch, The Efficiency of Primers in Teaching Word Recoppi-
tlon. Journal of Education Research, 28; 271 (December, 1934),
^Mary E. Franklin, "The Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Disabili¬
ties of Twenty-eight First-Grade Pupils, Unpublished Masters Thesis," De¬
partment of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta (1947),
3c, T, Gray, The Purpose and Value of Oral Reading in the Elementary
School, Elementary School Journal, 29: 335-3^3 (January, 1929).
^Ibid.
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The following purposes of oral reading provide fxirther insist into
its nature. They Include: (a) correct pronunciation of all words, (h) clear,
correct articulation, (c) speaking loudly eno\Agh to be heard by every one
listening, (d) using eit5)hasis to make meaning clear, (e) grouping words in¬
to meaningf'ul thought groups with pauses between, (f) reading slow enough
to be tinderstood and to avoid running words together, (g) speaking in a nat-
loral voice that is as pleasing as the child can make it.
On the other hand, McDade and Buswell advocate eliminating oral reading
1
completely in the interest of eliminating inner speech and vocalization.
2
Hildreth assumes a middle position which asserts that oral and silent
reading should be stressed equally in first-grade instruction. This posi¬
tion also embraces the idea that oral expression constitutes the founda¬
tion for associating meaning with printed symbols.
Jfe.ry Frariklin did her research at Atlanta University in 19^7] a few
years prior to this Iferion Ruth Perkins did a research at the same Ifoiver-
sity. For further insight, the writer wishes to relate some facts relative
to the present study.
The purpose of Franklin's stvidy was to find causes for non-promotions
among a grotp of twenty-eight pupils, and to analyze these causes in terms
of reading disabilities, resulting from the operation of certain mental,
physical, social and educational factors; it proposed to treat disabilities
of an educational nature with remedial measures; it proposes to predict the
^Buswell and McDade, Op. cit.
^Gertrude H. Hildreth, "Reading Programs in the Early Primary Period,"
Reading in the Elementary School. Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education. Part II. (Chicago 19^9), pp. 5^1-92.
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1
reading grade status of the pupils at the end of the study.
The findings based on diagnosis and treatment of reading disabilities
of twenty-eight pupils of Joseph Craig School are few but most significant.
Evidence points to the fact that the reading optimum time of beginning read¬
ing with this group of non-promotions was not entirely dependent upon the
mental age of the 6 years and 6 months, other things being equal, but it
was also dependent upon the nature of the child's slow learning capacity,
and in a large measxire was determined by the natxire of the reading program,
regular attendance, small instructional group and a teacher who was interest¬
ed in helping the slow learner to overcome his difficulties.
The pupils had been given thoroijgh preparation for beginning reading
before they were introduced to it.
In general, over a period of six years, only six pi;pils of
the group had a msntal age of 6.6 months above.
Children with low mentality, but who are ready to read en¬
counter fewer difficulties in reading when grouped homo¬
geneously.
Pupils having physical defects progressed as well and as fast as those
free from physical defects. It seems safe to conclvide, therefore, that dis¬
abilities encountered in reading readiness may be overcome by diagnosis and
treatment or by adjustment to them.
Perkins' problem involved pxQjils who were retarded in recognition of
words, and efforts to Improve the instruction. This study atteuipted to as¬
certain by means of experimentation the effectiveness of three methods of
teaching word recognition; namely, individual method, group method, and in-
iMary E. Franklin, "The Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Disabili¬
ties of Twenty-eight First-Grade Pupils," Unpublished Lfesters Thesis, De¬
partment of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta (19^7).
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dividiml grovip method. In her conclusions the following findings were
stated:
1. Results were more heneficial in word recognition when in¬
terest, abilities, and needs of the pupils were considered.
2. Words with initial consonant blends were found to be very
difficvilt to recognize.
3. Words composed of more than four letters with consonant
beginnings and endings were foimd to have high degrees of
difficiilty.
4. The word method is highly recommended in teaching word
recognition.
5. All three methods can be classified as desirable methods
for teaching word recognition from which satisfying results
might be derived.
6. According to chance the individual group revealed the great¬
est possibility for sixperiority over other groups.^
Summary of Related Literstijre.—The review of related literature led
to the following conclusions:
1. It may be substantially assumed that quick perception of
words, recognition of words by some form of analysis and
oral reading are intricately related.
2. It may be reasonably assumed that oral reading provides in¬
sight for correct pronunciation, clear articulation and
grouping words into meaningful thought groups.
3. It can be justly assumed that contextual clues are in com¬
plete agreement with quick word recognition and should be
enphasized in an initial reading program.
4. It may be assumed that oral reading and oral expressions con¬
stitute the fouindation for associating comprehension with
the printed symbols.
l^fe.rion Ruth Perkins, "The Conparison of the Effectiveness of Three
Methods of Teaching Word Recognition to Fifty-four First-Grade Pupils:
Individual Method, Group Method and Individual Group Method," Unpublished
Masters Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta (1943).
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The foregoing concliosions regarding perception, word recognition and
oral reading, and the limited amo\mt of research reported concerning them
exerted tremendous influence upon the presentation and interpretation of
data which follow.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introductory Statement.—The problem Involved In this study was to de¬
termine the relationship of oral reading and word recognition abilities of
first-grade pijpils to their performances on tests of rate and accuracy of
word perception. This chapter presents and interprets data required by
the purposes of the study. Subsequent sections answer each question
raised in Chapter I.
General Levels of Word Recognition.—Determination of the pupils' gen¬
eral level of word recognition entailed (l) using resxiLts from separate
tests of ability to recognize words in isolation and context and (2) averag
ing these components in order to obtain some overall indication of vocabu¬
lary power. The specific findings follow.
Results of Performances on the Metropolitan Achievement
Test of Word Recognition in Context
Data pertaining to scores obtained by the group on tests of recogni¬
tion of words in context are presented in Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2. As
is shown there, the scores ranged from 11 to 26; the median score was 17.2;
the mean, 17.6; its standard error, 0.59i aJ^d the standard deviation, 3*56.
There were 12 cases above the mean and 15 below it. Consideration of the
findings and graphical representations indicated that the distribution of
scores approached normality and revealed considerable homogeneity in design
These observations led to the conclusion that at the end of nine months
these first-grade pupils had a mean grade equivalent of el^t months and,
therefore, rated one month below the level of expectancy established by
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the norms for this test of word recognition in context.
TABLE 1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES MADE BY THIRTY-EIGHT PUPILS ON THE METRO¬
POLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST OF WORD MEANING
Scores Frequency Per Cent
25-26 1 2.6
23 - 24 3 7.9
21-22 4 10.5
19 - 20 4 10.5
17 - 18 11 29.0
15 - 16 6 15.8
13 - 14 6 15.8
11 - 12 3 7.9
Total 38 100.0
Range of Scores l6
Mean I7.6
Median 17,2
Standard Error of Mean O.59
Standard Deviation 3.56
When these data were considered in terms of sex the resiolts were
strikingly similar. The hoys' scores ranged from 11 to 26; the median
score was 17»5J the mean, l8,l; its standard error, I.08; and the standard
deviation, There were 8 cases above the mean and 8 helow it. The
girls' scores ranged from 11 to 24; the median score was 17.2; the mean,
18.1; its standard error, 0.46; and the standard deviation, 3.56. There
were 4 cases above the mean and 6 cases below it.
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Fig. 1.—Frequency Polygon of the Scores l^e hy Thirty-
eight Pupils on the Metropolitan Achievement
Test in Word Meaning
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE SCORES OBTAINED BY THE THIRTY-EIGHT SUB¬





25 - 26 1 1
23 - 2k- 2 1 3
21-22 3 1 4
19 - 20 2 2 4
17 - 18 2 9 11
15 - 16 3 3 6
13 - 14 4 2 6
11 - 12 1 2 3
Totals 18 20 38
Range of Scores 15 14 l6
Mean 18.1 18.1 17.6
Median 17.5 17.2 17.2
Standard Error of Mean 1.08 0.46 0.59
Standard Deviation 4.44 2.0 3.56
Table 3 presents data regarding the possible differences between per¬
formances of boys and girls on tests of word recognition in context. The
difference between means was 0.0; the standard error of the difference be¬
tween means was 1.17; and the "t" score was 0.0. When this result was com¬
pared with the ratio, 2.73, reqxiired for significance at the .01 level of
confidence, it was concluded that there was no significant difference be¬




Girls - - - - -
Fig. 2.--Frequency Polygon of the Scores ^fe/ie hy the
Fifteen Boys and Twenty Girls on the Metro¬




SUMMARY CF DATA DERIVED FROM COMPUTATION OF THE SIGRIFICAITCE OF THE DIF¬
FERENCE BETWEEN MEAN PERFORMANCES CF FIRST-GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS ON TESTS
CF WORD RECOGNITION IN CONTEXT
Results of Pupils' Performances on the Manwiller Test
of Words in Isolation
Data relative to scores obtained by the group on tests of recognition
of words in isolation are presented in Table 4 and Figure 3* As is shown
there, the scores ranged from 6 to 25; the median score was l4.5; the mean,
15.7; its standard error, 0.89; and the standard deviation 5,4. There were
13 cases above the mean and 19 cases below it. The boys* scores ranged
from 6 to 25; the median score was l4.5; the mean, l4,8; its standard er¬
ror, 1.33; and the standard deviation, 5.5. The girls* scores ranged from
6 to 25; the median score was l4.5; the mean, 15.4; its standard error,
0.89; and a standard deviation, 5»3» There were 6 cases above the mean and
10 cases below the mean.
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE SCORES OBTAINED BY THE THIRTY-EIGHT SUB¬











19 - 20 3 1 4 2.2
17 - 18 2 1 3 2.0
15 - 16 2 k 6 1.9
13 - Ik 2 5 7 1.8
11-12 2 2 4 1.7
9-10 3 1 4 1.6
7-8 1 1 2 1.5
5-6 1 1 2 1.4
Totals 18 20 38
Range of Scores 20 20 20
Mean 14.8 15.4 15.7
Median 14.5 14.5 14.5
Standard Deviation 5.5 5.3 5.4
Standard Error of Mean 1.33 1.29 .89
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Flg» 3»““Frequency Polygon of the Scores Made hy the
Thirty-eight Subjects on Words in Isolation




Fig. --Frequency Polygon of the Scores Ifede by the Eighteen
Boys and Twenty Girls on Words in Isolation on the
Manwiller Word Recognition Test.
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table 5
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM COMPUTATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFER¬
ENCE BETWEEN MEAN PERFORMANCES OF FIRST-GRADE BOYS AIO GIRLS ON TESTS OF




S. E.jj 1.33 1.29
c/mi - 1.85
“t” 0.32
Required "t" .01 level
of confidence
General considerations of these findings showed the scores to he more
or less normally distributed and rather homogeneous in pattern. These ob¬
servations led to the conclusion that the mean grade placement was about a
month below the grade placement of the grov^) t^jon which the test was stand¬
ardized.
When the latter data were considered according to sex the results were
strikingly similar to the total picture. The scores for boys and girls
yielded a difference between the means of 0.6; a standard error of the dif¬
ference between the means of 1.85; and a "t" ratio of 0.32. It was con¬
cluded that at the .01 level of confidence^ there was no significant dif¬
ference in the mean scores made by boys and girls on this test of recogni¬
tion of words in isolation
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Resiilts of P\;iplls' Combined Performances on the Metropolitan
Achievement Test and the ^fenwiller Word Recognition Test
Data derived from computations and averaging of T-scores of the Metro¬
politan and Manwiller Test results are presented in Tables 6 and 7 and
Figures 5 and 6. As is shown there, the T-scores ranged from 22.h to 71*S;
the median score was 53‘Si "the mean score, 5^*8; its standard error, 1.8j
and the standard deviation, 10.5. There were 9 cases above the mean and l6
cases below it. These findings and graphical representations did not indi¬
cate the grot;ip to be as nearly typical as either set of scores taken sepa¬
rately. It was found, however, that; the wider scatter and discrepancy be¬
tween cases above and below the mean did not cause a seriotis deviation from
normality. The latter observation led to the conclusion that the average
grade placement for combined use of context and isolated methods of word
attack for this first-grade group was eight months in the first grade.
Analysis of the combined scores according to sex revealed patterns
similar to the total groi:^) pictvire. As shown in Tables 6 and 7 and Figures
5 and 6, the boys' scores ranged from 22.k to 71*8; the median score was
52.12; the mean score, 51*3i its standard error, 2.5^; and the standard
deviation, 10.5. There were 5 cases above the mean and 7 cases below it.
The girls' scores ranged from 24.5 to 65, with a median score of 51.2; a
mean score of 47.5; its standard error of 2.32; and a standard deviation
of 10.1. There were 11 cases above the mean and 7 cases below it.
When the data were considered according to sex, the results were sim¬
ilar to the total picture. The scores for the boys and girls yielded a
difference between the means of 3.8; a standard error of the difference
between the means of 1.09; and a "t" ratio of O.35. It was concluded that
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TABLE 6
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE T-SCORES MADE BY THIRTY-EIGHT PUPILS ON
THE MANWILLER WORD RECOGNITION AND THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST OF
WORD RECOGNITION
Score Frequency Per Cent
75.5 - 80.4
70.5 - 75.^ 1 2.6
65.5 - 70.4
60.5 - 65.4 4 10.5
55.5 - 60.4 4 10.5
50.5 - 55.4 13 34.3
45.5 - 50.4 . 5 13.2
40.5 - 45.4 6 15.7
35-5 - ^0.4 2 5.3
30.5 - 35.
25.5 - 30.4 1 2.6
20.5 - 25.4 2 5.3
Total 38 100.0
Range of Scores 48.2
Mean 54.8
Median 53.3




Fig. 5*—Frequency Polygon of the Scores Made by the
Twenty Girls and Eighteen Boys on the Manwiller




FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION SHOWING THE AVERAGE T-SCORES MADE BY EIGHTEEN BOYS
AND TWENTY GIRLS ON THE MANWILLER WORD RECOGNITION AND THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT WORD RECOGNITION TESTS
Score
Boys Girls
Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent
75*5 - 80.4
70.5 - 75.4 1 5.6
65.5 - 70.4
60.5 - 65.4 2 11.1 2 10.0
55-5 - 60.4 2 11.1 2 10.0
50.5 - 55.4 6 33.3 7 35.0
45.5 - 50.4 3 16.6 2 10.0
40.5 - 45.4 2 11.1 4 20.0
35.5 - ^0.4 1 5.6 1 5.0
30.5 - 35.4
25.5 - 30.4 1 5.0
20.5 - 25.4 1 5.6 1 5.0
Total 18 100.0 20 100.0
Range 50.4 Range 40.5
Ifean 51.30 Mean 47.5
Median 52.12 Median 51.2
Standard Error Standard Error
of Means 2.54 of Means 2.32
Standard Deviation 10.5 Standard Deviation 10.1
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Fig. 6.--Frequency Polygon of the Scores Made by the
Thirty-eight Subjects on the Manwiller Word
Recognition Test and the Metropolitem
Achievement Test.
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at the .01 level of confidence there was no significant difference in the
mean scores made hy hoys and girls on tests of general levels of word recog¬
nition.
TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM COMPUTATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFER¬
ENCES BETWEEN MEAN PERFORMANCES OF FIRST-GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS ON TESTS OF
GENERAL LEVELS OF WORD RECOGNITION
Measures Boys Girls
Mean 51.3 47.5
Mq - M2 3.8
S. D. 10.5 10.1
cfMl - 1.08
"t" 0.35
Required "t" at .01
level of confidence 2.73
Results of Fijpils' Performances on the Oral Reading Section of Diirrell
Analysis of Reading DifficiUty.—Data relative to scores obtained by the
group on tests of oral reading are presented in Table 2 and Figures 3 and
4. As is revealed there the scores ranged from l6 to 39; the median score
was 28.7; the mean, 28.2; its standard error, 0.86; and the standard devia¬
tion, 5-32. There were l6 cases above the mean and 15 cases below it. These
observations further showed the scores to be more or less normally distributed
and definitely homogeneous in pattern. These observations also led to the
conclusion that the mean grade equivalent of the group was at the first-grade
level.
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The "boys' scores ranged from 17 to 39; the median score was 28.8; the
mean, 28.li-; their standard error, 1.44; and the standard deviation, 5*98-
There were 8 cases above the mean and 7 cases below it. The girls' scores
ranged from l6 to 37; the median score, 26.8, the mean, 28.0; their stand¬
ard error, 1.06; and the standard deviation, 4.64. There were 8 cases above
the mean and 8 cases below it.
As shown in Table 8, the scores of the boys and girls revealed a dif¬
ference of the means of 0.4; a standard error of the differences of the
means of 1.79j and a "t" ratio of 0.22. Compared with the required ratio
of 2.73 at the .01 level of confidence, this ratio indicated that these
boys and girls were not significantly different in mean oral reading per¬
formances at a grade equivalent level one.
Results of Pupils' Performances on the Tachistoscopic Test.—Data rel¬
ative to scores obtained by the group on tests of rate and accuracy in word
perception are presented in Table 8 and Figures 11 and 12. As is shown
there, the scores ranged from 20 to 72; the median score was 42.0; the mean,
42.3; its standard error, 2.2; and the standard deviation, I3.I. There
were 16 cases above the mean and 16 cases below it.
General consideration of the findings showed the scores to be more or
less normally distributed and homogeneous in pattern. F\irther obsei*vations
led to the conclxision that the mean grade equivalent of the total groxq) was
at first-grade level in quick perception of words of first-reader difficul¬
ty.
Taken separately, the boys' scores ranged from 20 to 72; the median
score was 42.8; the mean, 42.8; its standard error, 3»5J "the standard
deviation, 14.5. There were 8 cases above the mean eind 8 cases below it.
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table 9
SUMMARY OF THE DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE THIR¬
TY-EIGHT PUPILS' SCORES OF THE DURRELL ANALYSIS TEST OF ORAL READING
Score
Frequency
Boys Girls Total Per Cent
38 - 39 1 1 2.6
36 - 37 1 1 2 5.3
34 - 35 2 1 3 7.9
32 - 33 2 2 4 10.5
30 - 31 2 4 6 15.8
28-29 3 4 7 18.4
26 - 27 2 3 5 13.2
24 - 25 1 2 3 7.9
22 - 23 1 1 2 5.3
20 - 21 1 1 2 5.3
18 - 19 1 1 2.6
16 - 17 1 1 2 5.3
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Fig. ?•—Frequency Polygon of Scores ^fe.de by Thirty-
eight Pupils on the Oral Reading Section of





Fig. 8.—Frequency Polygon of the Scores Made hy the
Eighteen Boys and Ti-renty Girls on the Durrell
Analysis Test of Oral Reading.
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table 10
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM COMPUTATION OF THE SIGNIFICAITCE OF THE DIFFER¬




Ml - M2 0.4









The scores for the girls' ranged from 2k to 65; the median score was 42.0;
a mean) 42.7; its standard error, 2.9; and the standard deviation, 12.8.
There were 8 cases above the mean and 8 cases below it.
Data revealed that the mean scores of the boys and girls showed the
difference of 0.1; the standard error of the difference of the mean was
4.56; and the "t" ratio, 0.002. At the .01 level of confidence, there was
no significant difference in the scores obtained by sex on the tests of
quick perception of words of first-reader difficulty.
Results of Measures of Relationship Between the Tachistoscopic Test
and General Levels of Word Recognition.—The data on the Tachistoscopic
Test in general level of word recognition appeared in Table I3. Scores
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table 11
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVKD FROM THE SCORES OBTAINED BY THE EIGHTEEN BOYS AND





TO - 7^ 1 1
65 - 69 1 2 3
60 - 64 1 1
55 - 59 1 1 2
50 - 54 1 1 2
45 - 49 4 3 7
4o - 44 2 4 6
35 - 39 3 3
30 - 34 4 2 6
25 - 29 1 2 3
20 - 24 3 1 4
Total 18 20 38
Range 53 42 53
Mean 42.8 42.7 42.3




of Mean 3.5 2.9 2.2
Frequency
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Jd io 3s- -fd -If S’f' Ca 4,s—
Scale of Scores
Fig. 9*—Frequency Polygon of the Scores Made by the
Thirty-eight Subjects on Rate and Accuracy
in Word Perception on Tachistoscopic Test.
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Girls - - - - -
Fig. 10.—Frequency Polygon of the Scores Made by the
Eighteen Boys and Twenty Girls on the Rate
of Accuracy of Perception.
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table 12
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM COMPUTATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFER¬





S. D. 14.5 12.8
SEm 3.5 2.9
cf Ml - (fy\Q 4.56
"t" .0022
Required at .01
level of confidence 2.73
on general levels of word recognition were obtained by averaging the T-
scores attained on the Metropolitan Achievement Test, "Word Recognition
Section." As shown there "r" was .75* When this value was checked in a
table of probability with 36 degrees of freedom, it was far above the coef¬
ficient of ,412 expected at the .01 level of confidence. From these find¬
ings, it was concl\ided that pupils at high average and low levels of achieve
ment in word recognition performed at highly similar levels on the tachisto-
scopic test.
When general word recognition and tachistoscopic test results were re¬
lated in terms of sex, the boys' "r" was ,82, When this value was checked
in a table of probability with 16 degrees of freedom, it was feir above the
coefficient of .59O required for significance at the .01 level of confidence
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The girls' "r" was .75. With I8 degrees of freedom, this value was far
above the expected coefficient of .561 required for significance at the .01
level of confidence.
Results of tfeasures of Relationship Between Tachistoscopic Test and
General Oral Reading.—Data appearing in Table I3 indicated that the rela¬
tionship between scores on the Tachistoscopic Test and general oral reading
on the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty Test was very significant.
As was shown there "r" was .42. When this value was checked in a table of
probability with 36 degrees of freedom, it was slightly above the coeffi¬
cient of .412 required at the .01 level of confidence. From these findings,
it was concluded that pvq)ils at high average and low levels of achievement
in general oral reading performed at fairly similar levels on the tachisto¬
scopic test.
When oral reading and tachistoscopic test results were related in terms
of sex as shown on Table 12, the boys' "r" was .12. When this coefficient
was checked in a table of probability with 16 degrees of freedom, it was
far below the coefficient of .590 required for significance at the .01 level
of confidence. The girls' "r" was .25. When this value was checked in the
table of probability with I8 degrees of freedom, it was far below the coef¬
ficient of .561 required for significance at the .01 level of confidence.
Although the total groig) showed a fair positive relationship, neither of
the performances of boys or girls reflected this tendency.
ResxHts of Measures of Relationship Between the Tachistoscopic Test
and Recognition of Words in Context.--Table I3 reports the data on relation¬
ship between the Tachistoscopic Test and the results on the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, "Word Meaning Section." As sho^«i there "r" was .46. When
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table 13
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AI® THEIR STANDARD ERRORS USED AS A BASES FOR
DETERMINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PUPILS' PEEIFORMANCES ON THE TACHIS-
TOSCOPIC TESTS, GENERAL LEVEL OF WORD RECOGNITION, DURRELL AliALYSIS OF
ORAL READING, THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST, THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVE¬






Boys Total Girls Boys Total Girls
Tachistoscopic Test
GenersQ. Level of
Word Recognition .82 .75 .75 .08 .071 .098
Tachistoscopic Test
Durrell Analysis of




Section .54 .46 .41 .17 .13 .19
Tachistoscopic Test
Manwiller Word
Recognition Test .84 .53 .66 .07 .12 .13
this value was checked in the table of probability with 36 degrees of free¬
dom, it was found to be above the coefficient of .412 required for signifi¬
cance at the .01 level of confidence. It seemed safe to conclude that the
levels of proficiency on the T&chistoscopic Test were sli^tly similar to
corresponding levels of proficiency in recognition of words in context.
When related to sex, as was shown the boys' "r" was .54. When this
value was checked in the table of probability with 16 degrees of freedom,
it was slightly below the coefficient of .590 required for significance at
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the ,01 level of confidence. The girls' "r" was ,4l. With l8 degrees of
freedom, it was below the coefficient of .561 required for significance at
the .01 level of confidence,
ResiUts of Measures of Relationship Between the Tachistoscopic Test
and Recognition of Words in Isolation.—Data fovuad in Table 13 indicated
that the relationship between the performance on the Tachistoscopic Test
and the Manwiller Word Recognition Test was substantial. When the "r" .53
was compared with the 36 degrees of freedom, this value was slighly above
the coefficient of .412 required for significance at the .01 level of con¬
fidence. It was assumed, therefore, that to a substantial degree a high
level of performance on the Tachistoscopic Test paralleled the similarly
high level on recognition of words in isolation, and low attainment on the
Tachistoscopic Test paralleled low attainment on the recognition of words
in isolation.
The boy^ "r" was .84, When this value was checked in a table of prob¬
ability with 16 degrees of freedom, it was far above the coefficient of
.590 required for significance at the .01 level of confidence. The girls'
"r" was .66. When this veilue was checked in the table of probability with
18 degrees of freedom, it was slightly above the coefficient of .561 re¬
quired for significance at the ,01 level of confidence.
TABLE 14
COMPARISONS OF Z-VALUES OF CERTAIN COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION RESULTING FROM PERFORMANCES OF
BOYS AND GIRLS ON TESTS OF PERCEPTION, WORD RECOGNITION AND ORAL READING
Boys Girls 0*^




Word Recognition .82 1.16 .75 .97 .26 .17 .19 .35 .54
Tachistoscopic Test
General Oral Reading .12 .12 .25 .26 .26 .17 .14 .35 .40
Tachistoscopic Test
Recognition of Words
in Context .17 .17 .19 .19 .26 .17 .02 .35 .06
Tachistoscopic Test
Recognition of Words
in Isolation .84 1.22 .66 .79 .26 .17 .43 .35 1.29
Tachistoscopic Test and General Levels of
Word Recognition
Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and General Level of Word Recog¬
nition showed the hoys* "r" to be .82; the girls* to be .75. In order to
determine the possible difference between these resxilts it was necessary
to convert "r*s" to "z" scores. The boys* "z" score was I.I6; and the
girls’ .97. Further manipulation of these data showed a difference between
the "z" scores of .19; a standard error of the difference between the *'z*s"
of .35; and a "t" ratio of .54. When this value was compared with the 2.73
which is required at the ,01 level of confidence, with 36 degrees of free¬
dom, it did not represent a significant difference. The resiolts of this
study indicated that there was no statistically great difference between
respective relationships of rate and accuracy of perception and general word
recognition when they were considered in terms of sex.
Tachistoscopic Test and General Levels of
Oral Reading
Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and General Level of Oral Read¬
ing showed the boys* "r" to be .12; and the girls* .25. In order to deter¬
mine the possible difference between these results it was necessary to trans¬
form "r’s" to "z" scores. The boys* "z" score was ,12; and the girls* was
.26. Further manipulation of these data showed a difference between the
"z" scores of .14; a standard error of "z" of .35; and a "t" ratio of .40.
When the latter finding was checked at the .01 level of confidence with 36
degrees of freedom it was far less than the required 2.73 and did not repre¬
sent a significant difference. The results of this study indicated that
there was no significant difference between the respective relationships
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of rate and acctiracy of perception and general level of oral reading when
they were considered in terms of sex.
Tachistoscopic Test and Recognition of Words
in Context
Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and Recognition of Words in
Context showed the boys' "r" to be .17; the girls' to be .I9. In order to
determine the possible difference between these results, it was necessary
to transform the "r's" to "z" scores. The boys' "z" score was .17; and the
girls' was .19. Further manipulation of these data showed a difference be¬
tween "z" scores of .02; a standard error of "z"" of .35 an<i a "t" ratio of
.06. When this value was con^jared with the required 2.73 at the .01 level
of confidence and 36 degrees of freedom, it did not represent a significant
difference. The resxilting ratio indicated that there was no statistically
significant difference between the respective relationships of rate and ac¬
curacy of perception and recognition of words in context when they were con¬
sidered in terms of sex.
Tachistoscopic Test and Recognition of Words
in Isolation
Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and recognition of words in iso¬
lation showed the boys' "r" to be ,84; the girls' to be .66. In order to de¬
termine the possible difference between these results, it was necessary to
convert the "r's" to "z" scores. The boys' "z" score was 1.22; and the girls'
was .79* Further manipulation of these data showed a difference between the
"z" scores of .43; a standard error of the "z" score of .35> and a "t" ratio
of 1.29. When the latter finding was checked at the .01 level of confidence
with 36 degrees of freedom, it was far less than the required 2.73 and did
not represent a significant difference. The results of this transformation
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indicated that there was no statistically significant difference between
the respective relationships of rate and accuracy of perception and recog¬
nition of words in isolation when they were considered in terms of sex.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Introductory Statement.—This chapter restates information pertinent
to a summary of the first two chapters and then presents conclusions, impli
cations and recommendations.
Statement of the Problem and Purposes of the Study.—The problem in¬
volved in this stijdy was to determine the relationship of oral reading and
word recognition abilities of first-grade piipils to their performances on
tests of rate and accuracy of word perception.
The general purpose of this study was that of ascertaining first-grade
pupils' relative abilities in oral reading and word recognition skills, and
relating them to their performances on tests of rate and accviracy of percep
tion.
Specifically, this stiJdy atten5)ted to answer these questions;
1. What are the general levels of word recognition and oral reading
of these first-grade pupils?
2. How do they rate in recognition of words in context?
3. How do they rate in recognition of words in isolation?
4. What are the general levels of rate and accuracy in word per¬
ception?
5o How do these levels of perception relate to:
a. General levels of word recognition
b. General oral reading performances
c. Recognition of words in context
d. Recognition of words in isolation
6. What are the differences, if any, in relationships when these
performances are considered in terms of sex?
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7. What conclusions and in^jlications for improved classroom
practices may he drawn from the findings?
Description of Subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were
thj.rty-eight first-grade pupils enrolled in Florance Street Public School,
Savannah, Georgia, d\u:ing the school year 1954-1955. These youngsters came
from homes where there were older children or parents who were interested
in their progress in school. Almost the first day of school each of them
had a book bag and a liinch box, or money for a hot lunch in the lunchroom.
Ifeny persons who visited their room agreed with the theme, "School is
Fxin;" these children made it so. Certainly it seemed to be a group of healthy,
happy children ready to begin working with the "three R's." Most of them
had spent at least one and a half years in the kindergarten. One year from
the time of this study three of them were doing acceptable work in grade
three, while the others were progressing satisfactorily in their expected
grade.
Before beginning the testing program, the California Short-Form Test of
Mental Matxorlty was administered and it was discovered that the intelligence
grade placement of the subjects ranged from 1.0 to 3*0* It was th\is con-
cliJded that the pupils possessed a range of capacity favorable to initial
reading instruction. The pupils' attitude toward the testing program was
highly satisfactory.
Instruments. —The instruments used in gathering the data for the re¬
search were as follows:
1. The Three Dimension Tachistoscope, testing for accuracy and
rapidity.
2. The Manwiller Word Recognition Test, Fom B for Grades 1 and
2, by Charles E. ffenwiller. Copyright 1934 by the World Book
Company.
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3. The Durrell Analysis of Oral Reading, The Reading Vocabtilary
Section, by Donald D. Durrell, Professor of Education, Boston
University.
4. The Vocabtilary Section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test,
1952 Revision, by Gertrude Hildreth, World Book Con5)any, New
York.
Operational Steps.--In order to relate the pvirposes outlined in this
research, the study proceeded thxisly:
1. Literature pertinent to the thesis research was reviewed and
summarized.
2. The descriptive svirvey method of research, employing the
special techniques of testing and statistical interpretation
was vised to gather the necessary data for the research.
3. The Ifenwiller Word Recognition Test was administered in order
to determine their abilities in recognition of words in iso¬
lation.
4. The oral reading section of the Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty was enployed in order to determine the oral read¬
ing difficulties of the pupils.
5. The word meaning section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test
was eidministered in order to determine the oral reading abil¬
ities of the pupils,
6. Fvirther investigation was made of their abilities of word
recognition and accuracy of perception with the use of the
Three Dimension Tachistoscope.
7. The data derived from the administration of the tests were
assembled into appropriate tables and figures as determined
by the purposes of the research.
8. The basic data set forth in the tables were statistically
treated through the computation of such measvires as mean,
median, standard error of the mean, standard deviation and
Pearson Product-moment Coefficient of Correlation.
9* Conclusions and recommendations were drawn.
Statistical Measures Used.--The statistical measures that were used
to answer questions raised in the pvirpose of the study were as follows:
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1. The mean and median were the measures tised in order to deter¬
mine the group average on each of the tests given.
2. The range and standard deviation provided measiares of scatter
so that it was possible to see the relative homogeneity or
heterogeneity of the scores.
3. Measures of standard error were utilized to determine the sig¬
nificance of the various statistics, partictilarly the mean and
coefficient of correlation.
4. In one instance T scores were computed in order to treat two
different test scales of word recognition as if they were of
the same in value,
5. The Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was used
to determine the relationship between word recognition and rate
of perception and oral reading and rate of perception.
6. Measures of "z” scores were utilized for the purposes of com¬
paring relationship.
7. Fisher's "t" used for the computation of differences when small
samples were concerned as well as large ones.
Limitations of the Study.--The limitations of this stiody inhered in
at least three of its aspects. First, the study was limited to thirty-eight
first-grade pt;ipils who had received initial guidance in learning to read.
Secondly, pupils' performances on standardized tests and reactions to quick
exposures of familiar symbols provided data for the study. Thirdly, the
data were treated statistically through rise of measures of variability,
central tendency, and relationship.
Summary of Related Literatinre.—A s^mlmary of the literature which the
writer considered pertinent to the subject was divided into two areas; (1)
scientific and methodological explanations of oral reading, word recogni¬
tion and perception, (2) specific descriptions of studies related to the
present one.
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Gray states that oral reading is probably the most natural begl3aning
approach for teaching reading. It shoxild be emphasized that the kind of
oral reading that is encoiiraged in the early grades is not a "performance;"
its chief function is to develop worthwhile skills in communicating ideas
1
read, from the printed page.
The following purposes of oral reading provide insist into the com¬
ments of the process;
1. Correct pron-unciation of all words.
2. Clear, correct articulation.
3. Speaking loudly enou^ to be heard by every one listening.
k. Using emphasis to make meaning clear.
5. Grouping words into meaningful thou^t groups with pauses
between.
6. Reading slow enough to be vinderstood and to avoid running
words together.
7. Speaking in a nattiral voice that is as pleasing as the child
can make it.^
Word recognition is the basic skill to be mastered in beginning reading;
it is needed to Interpret the meaning of new words. The use of context clues
is believed to be one of the most iirportant aids to word recognition. Empha¬
sis should be placed upon the use of context clues when the child is first
introduced to reading.
Ic. T. Gray, The Purpose and Value of Oral Reading in the Elementary
School, Elementary School Journal, 29: 335-3^3* (January, 19^).
^Letltia Raubicheck, How to Teach Good Speech in the Elementary School,
New York: Noble 8c Noble 1937 (Chapter V discusses speech in Grades I and II,
Chapters VIII to X, Common voice problems and correction. Chapter XV deals
with oral reading.
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Accurate perception of vords and phrases is an asset in reading. A
deficiency in auditory sensation of perception often results in the per¬
sistence of infantile pronmciation of words.
Perceiving is fundamentally the first kind of learning. Visual per¬
ception, prominent among the perceptixal tendencies of immature children,
is the tendency to make reversal errors; however, they seem to decrease as
children grow older.
Related studies gave evidence that the child with 1ot7 mentality, but
who is ready to read enco\3nters fewer difficixLties in reading when grouped
homogeneously.
Pupils having physical defects progressed as well ajid as fast as those
free from physical defects.
Disabilities encountered in reading readiness may be overcome by diag-
1
nosls and treatment of them or by adjustment to them.
This review of related literatiire led to the following conclusions;
1. It may be substantially assmed that quick perception of words,
recognition of words by some form of analysis and oral reading
are intricately related.
2. It may be reasonably assumed that oral reading provides in¬
sight for correct pronunciation, clear articulation and group¬
ing words into meaningful thought groups.
3. It can be justly assumed that contextual clues are in complete
agreement with quick word recognition and should be emphasized
in an initial reading program.
4. It may be assumed that oral reading and oral expressions con¬
stitute the foundation for associating comprehension with the
printed symbols.
Marion R. Perkins, Hie Comparison of the Effectiveness of Ihree Meth¬
ods of Teaching Word Recognition, Individual Method, Group Method and Indi¬
vidual Group Ivfethod in First Grade. Atlanta: University of Atlanta, Geor-
gia, 1943.
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The foregoing concliisions regarding perception, word recognition and
oral reading, and the limited amount of research reported concerning them
exerted tremendous influence v^jon the presentation and interpretation of
data.
Summary of Findings.—The findings are herewith summarized in accord¬
ance with major purposes of the study.
General Levels of Performance on Tests of Word Recognition,
Oral Reading and Perception
1. General levels of word recognition of the thirty-eight sub¬
jects composed of the eighteen boys and twenty girls gave a
median of 13.a mean of 13.3^ a standard error of .73> and
a standard deviation of 4.44. The scores ranged from 4 to
25, with 16 cases above the mean and 17 cases below it. These
findings led to the conclxxsion that the mean grade equivalent
of the group was approximately eight months in the first grade
upon which the test was standardized. Separate consideration
of boys and girls showed highly similar results with no sig¬
nificant differences between the boys' and girls' mean scores
of 13.39 and l4.0 respectively.
2. The general levels of oral reading levels of the thirty-eight
subjects, the eighteen boys and the twenty girls gave a median
score of 28.7^ a mean of 28.2, a standard error of 0.88, and
the standard deviation of 5.32. The scores ranged from I6 to
39# with 16 cases above the mean and 15 cases below it.
These observations led to the conclusion that the mean grade
equivalent of the group was at the first-grade level, and
showed the scores to be more or less normally distributed and
definitely homogeneous in pattern. Separate consideration of
boys and girls showed similar resxiLts, with no significant
difference between the mean scores of 28.4 and 28.0 for boys
and girls respectively.
3. Combined Performances on the Metropolitan Achievement Test and
the Manwiller Word Recognition Test. The thirty-eight subjects
had a median of 53.3# a mean of 54.8, a standard error of 1.8,
and a standard deviation of 10.5. The scores ranged from 22.4
to 71.8# with 9 cases above the mean and 16 cases below it.
From these findings it was concluded that the grade placement
was eight months in the first grade. Comparison of the sexes
yielded similar results, with no difference between the means
of 51.3 and 51.2 for boys and girls respectively.
k. Recognition of words in context of the thirty-eight subjects;
eighteen boys and the twenty girls. For the thirty-eight sub¬
jects, there was a median score of 17*2, a mean of 17.6, a
standard error of 0.59# and a standard deviation of 3•56. The
scores ranged from 11 to 26, with 12 cases above the mean and
15 cases below it. Biese observations led to the conclusion
that the mean grade equivalent of the groi;ip was approximately
eight months in the first grade. General consideration of the
findings showed the scores to be more or less normally dis¬
tributed and rather homogeneous in design. Separation of the
sexes yielded similar results with no significant difference
between the means of l8.1 and l8.1 for boys and girls respec¬
tively.
5. Recognition of words in isolation. Of the thirty-eight sub¬
jects, the eighteen boys and the twenty girls, there was a
median score of l4.5# a meein of 15*7# a standard error of
0.89, and a standard deviation of 5*4. The scores ranged
from 6 to 25, with I3 cases above the mean and 19 cases be¬
low it. General considerations of these findings showed the
scores to be more or less normally distributed, and led to
the conclusion that the mean grade placement was eight months
in the first grade. Con^arlson of performances of boys and
girls showed no significant difference between their respec¬
tive means of l4.8 and 15.4.
6. Performances on tests of rate and accuracy for the thirty-
eight subjects. There was a median score of 42.0, a mean
of 42.3, a standard error of 2.2, and a standard deviation
of 13.1. The scores ranged from 20 to 72; there were 16
cases above the mean and 16 cases below it. These findings
led to the conclixsion that the mean grade equivalent of the
grorq) was approximately at the expected grade level. Sep¬
arate consideration of boys and girls showed similar results
with no significant differences between the boys' mean score
of 42.8 and the girls' mean score of 42.0.
Relationships of Performance on Tachistoscopic Test to Oral
Reading and Vocabtilary
l. Relationship between the Tachistoscopic Test and general lev¬
els of Word Recognition for the thirty-eight subjects com¬
posed of eighteen boys and twenty girls, gave a "r" of .75
with 36 degrees of freedom; this was far above the required
coefficient of .412. These findings led to the conclusion
that pupils at high, average, or low levels of achievements
in general word recognition performed at highly similar lev¬
els on the Tachistoscopic Test. Separate consideration of
boys and girls showed similar results, with no significant
difference between the boys' and girls' "r" .82 and .75 re¬
spectively.
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2. Relationship between the Tachistoscopic Test and General Oral
Reading of the thirty-ei^t subjects composed of eighteen boys
and twenty girls gave a "r" of .42; with 36 degrees of freedom
this was slightly above the required coefficient of .412. These
findings led to the conclTision that pupils at high ot low lev¬
els of achievement in general oral reading performed at similar
levels on the Tachistoscopic Test. Althovigh the group showed a
fair positive relationship, neither of the performances of boys
or girls reflected this tendency. However, there was no sig¬
nificant difference between the boys* and girls' "r" .12 and
.25 respectively.
3. Relationship between the Tachistoscopic Test and Recognition
of Words in Context of thirty-ei^t pupils composed of eighteen
boys and twenty girls gave a "r" of .46; with 36 degrees of
freedom this was above the required coefficient of .412. These
findings led to the conclvision that the levels of proficiency
on the Tachistoscopic Test were slightly similar to the cor¬
responding levels of proficiency in word recognition in context.
Separate consideration of the boys* and girls* "r" showed no
significant difference.
4. Relationship between the Tachistoscopic Test and Recognition of
Words in Isolation of thirty-ei^t subjects composed of eighteen
boys and twenty girls yielded a "r" of .53> with 3^ degrees of
freedom this was slightly above the required coefficient of .412.
These findings led to the conclusion that to a substantial degree
a high level of performance on the Tachistoscopic Test paralleled
similar high levels on recognition of words in isolation, and low
attainments on the Tachistoscopic Itest paralleled low attainments
on recognition of words in isolation. Separate consideration of
boys* and girls* "r" showed highly similar results.
Conparisons of Respective Relationships in Terms of Sex
1. Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and general levels of
word recognition showed the boys* "z" score was I.16, the girls*
.97j difference of .19, a standard error of the difference of
.35, and a "t" ratio of .54. With a required "t" ratio of 2.73
it did not represent a significant difference between the re¬
spective relationships of rate and accixracy of perception
general word recognition when they were considered in terms of
sex.
2. Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and general levels of
oral reading showed the boys* "z" score was .12, and the girls'
.26; a difference of .l4, a standard error of "z" .35, and a
"t" ratio of .40. With a required "t" ratio of 2.73 it did
not represent a significant difference between the respective
relationships of rate and accuracy of perception and general
level of oral reading in terms of sex.
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3. The correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and word recognition
in context showed the hoys' "z" score was .17, the girls' .19;
a standard error of "z" .35, and a "t" ratio of .06. With the
required "t" ratio of 2.73, it did not represent a statistical
significant difference between the respective relationships of
rate and accuracy of perception and general levels of word recog¬
nition in context in terms of sex.
4. Correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and recognition of words
in isolation shovred the boys' "z" was 1.22, the girls' .79} and
a difference between the "z" scores of .43 and a "t" ratio of
1.29. With a required "t" ratio of 2.73 it did not represent a
significant difference. There was no statistical significant
difference between the respective relationships of rate and ac¬
curacy of perception and recognition of words in isolation.
Conclusions.—The analysis and interpretation of the data of this study
warranted the conclusions which follow:
1. Since the data indicated that the scores were more or less nor¬
mally distributed and rather homogenous in design, it coifLd be
concluded that in word recognition, oral reading, and accuracy
in word perception, the group had reached similar levels of at¬
tainment.
2. Since the resiilts of the performances on each of the tests in¬
dicated that the pupils were ei^t months in the first grade,
the data could jiistify the conclusion that the ptq)ils were at
their expected grade placement.
3. Since the data substantiated the fact that to a hi^ degree in
the total group and the separate groups of boys and girls, pu¬
pils who rated hi^, average, or low in one area rated highly
similar in other tested areas, it was concluded that both
groups presented similar patterns of development in these skills.
4. After the correlation of the pupil's performances on the Tachis¬
toscopic Test and general levels of word recognition, the re-
siilts showed that there was no significant difference between
the respective relationships of rate and accuracy of perception
and general word recognition. It could be concluded that when
they were correlated, the scores made by boys and girls on tests
of perception and vocabiilary showed the same general relation¬
ship.
5. The results of the correlation of the Tachistoscopic Test and
the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty showed a slight
nimierical difference between the respective relationships of
rate of accuracy of perception and oral reading. However,
further study of the data did not show a significant difference.
It could be concliided that there was not a significant differ-
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enoe in relationships of rate and accuracy of perception to oral
reeiding in terms of sex.
6. Ihe resiiLts of the correlation of the pupils’ performances on
the Tachistoscopic Test and the Ifetropolitan Test showed that
the levels of proficiency on the Tachistoscopic Test were
slightly similar to the corresponding levels of proficiency in
recognition of words in context. Separate study of the groups
showed similar results. It could he concluded that there was
not a significant difference in terms of sex.
7. The resiilts of the correlation of the pupils' performances on
the Tachistoscopic Test and I<lanwiller Word Recognition Test
showed highly simila r results in rate and accuracy of percep¬
tion and recognition of words in isolation respectively. Sep¬
arate study of the groups showed no significant difference.
It was justifiable to conclude that there was not a signifi¬
cant difference in rate of accuracy of perception and word
recognition in isolation in terms of sex.
Implications.—The following implications were drawn from the forego¬
ing findings and conclusions:
1. The general levels of oral reading, vocabulary and rate of
perception implied that the average p^upil in the first-grade
class coilLd deal satisfactorily with materials designed for
this level.
2. The pupils had maintained a reasonable balance between word
recognition and word meaning; hence, it coiiLd be assvuned that
they were ready for systematic giiidance in methods of word at¬
tack, such as contextual, structural and phonetic techniques.
3. Their general accuracy in quick perception of words and their
progress in oral reading could serve as the basis for increased
stress on silent reading.
The striking similarity of performances of boys and girls did
not agree with frequent reports that boys suffer greater dif¬
ficulty in the mastery of beginning reading skills.
5. The close relationships in patterns of development in vocabu¬
lary, oral reading and rate of perception mi^t be considered
as indicative of considerable integration bet^v^een and among
these skills.
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Recommendatione.--The following recornmendations were based on findings,
conclixsions and implications:
1. That the pupils of this sttu3y be challenged to maintain their
present levels of vocabulary, oral reading and rate of percep¬
tion throu^ a generoiis supply of appropriate materials and
varied methods such as basal, mit experience and non-oral.
2. That their readiness for systematic word attack be strongly
influenced by guidance in word meaning so that the two facets
of word recognition may sij^jplement each other.
3. That the pi;ipils* experiences shoxfLd favor increased practice
in silent reading though at no time shovild they neglect the
practical and diagnostic uses of oral reading.
4. That close attention be given to shifting interests and atti¬
tudes of boys and girls so that each grov^i will maintain their
seemingly satisfactory levels of oral reading, vocabulary and
perceptual development.
5. That the selection of books and other practice materials shoxild
be influenced by the close relationship found between skill in
perception and skill in oral reading and vocabulary.
Recommendations for Further Study.—The present stxady sxiggested several
areas for investigation. The following ones seemed particiolarly pertinent
to fxirther insight into beginning reading experiences;
1. A stiidy of the relationship of silent reading to rate and ac-
cxxracy of perception.
2. Investigation into the relative effectiveness of varied audio-
visvial materials in establishing reading skills.
3. A comparison of perceptual skills of pupils taught by oral and
non-oral methods of teaching reading.
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WORD LIST FROM THE BASIC READERS USED ON THE SLIDES
FOR THE TACHISTOSCOPIC TEST
Group A Group B Group C
1. go 1. down 1. red
2. mother 2. up 2. make
■3,. .^baby 3. work 3. two
h- see k- the 4. my
3. Dick 5. ball 5. house
6. Jane 6. find 6. family
7. oh 7. big 7. fun
8. and 8. little 8. this
9. Tim 9. help 9. v/ho
10. something 10. to 10. good
11. look 11. me 11. Simple
12. wants 12. car 12. chickens
13. Puff 13. in 13. barn
lij-. Spot III-. we 14. pretty
15. said 15. away 15. white
l6. funny i6. you 16. doll
17. come 17. here 17. birthday
18. jump 18. for 13. school
19 . father 19. cookie 1^. rabbit
20. play 20. three 20. &SS
21. is 21. one 21. toys
22. can 22. where 22. girl
23. run 23. yellow 23. boy
DISTRIBUTION AGES IN MONTHS OP 38 PUPILS USED IN THE STUDY
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Durreil Anal. Reading Difficulty






Faulty voice or speech habits
from observation of conversation
Word Mastery Skills
Word recognition Page 10
Low sight vocabulary
Will not try difficult words
Can spell but not pronounce
Ignores word endings
Guesses at word from general form
Word analysis Page 10
Word-analysis ability poor
Will not try difficult words
Has no method of word analysis
Sounds aloud by: single letters—
blends — syllables
Unable to combine sounds into words
Looks away from word after sounding
Sounding slow or inaccurate
Spells words; successful — inadequate
Silent word study; successful — inade¬
quate
Enunciates badly when prompted
Systematic errors (See tabulation)
Names of letters not known
Sounds of letters not known
Blends not known
Word skills in oral reading Page 6
Low sight vocabulary
Word-analysis ability inadequate
Errors on easier words
Guesses at unknown words from context
Ignores word errors and reads on
Poor enunciation of prompted words
Word skills in silent reading. From informal tests
Ignores difficult words
Derives no word meanings from context
Oral Reading




Eye-voice span too short
Oral Reading (Cant’d)





Poor enunciation in all reading
Poor enunciation of difficult words
Ignores punctuation
Habitual repetition of words
Habitual addition of words
Omits words
Marked insecurity evident
Comprehension Page 6 or 7
In easy material
In difficult material
General Reading Habits Page 6
L_ Head movements; marked— slight
Loses place easily
Uses finger or pointer
Holds book too close or incorrectly
Frowns and shows signs of tenseness
Poor posture
Effort and attention low
Easily distracted
Lacks aggressiveness in attack
Shows aversion to reading
Silent Reading Page 8
Mechanics
Low rate of silent reading
High rate at the expense of mastery
Lip movements ; constant — occasional
Whispering; constant— occasional
Lacks persistence in hard material
Marked insecurity evident





Too many per line
Irregular pauses
Regressive movements
Comparison with oral reading
Speed: Higher Same Lower
Recall: Better Same Poorer
Security: Better Same ___ Poorer
[2]
Recall ,
Oral recall Pages 6 and 8*
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recalls details badly on questions
Very scanty recall on hard material
Written recall Page IS
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Avoids use of new words in recall
Laborious writing
Spelling difficulty impedes recall









Use of dictionary and reference materials
Spelling Page 12
Omits sounds or syllables
Adds sounds or syllables
Incorrect phonetic spelling
Correct phonetic spelling but incorrect









* Double check this list, using a check (vO for
difficulties in Oral Recall from Oral Reading
(page 6) and a cross (X) for difficulties in Oral
Recall from Silent Reading (page 8).
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SCHOOL RECORD
Age at school entrance Onset of difficulty. . .
First-grade absences Schools attended. . . .
Recent absences Reading method used
School report (or classroom visit): Poor discipline
Discouraged
MEDICAL RECORD











PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS—HOME HISTORY: Source






REMEDIAL PLANS (Individual tutoring— small group work— remedial class)
1. Level of reading materials
2. Motivation type— interests
3. Word work
Word analysis— level, type
Immediate recognition
Phrase work
4. Oral reading plans
Mechanics
Comprehension









Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
Instructions, Make a record of time, errors, phrasing, and comprehension according to the directions in
the manual.
1. Time Number of Reading Errors
Muff is a little yellow kitten.
She drinks milk.
She sleeps on a chair.
She does not like to get wet.
1. What color was the kitten ?
2. What does she drink ?
3. Where does she sleep !
4. Why doesn’t Muff like to go out on rainy days ?
2. Time Number of Reading Errors
A little black dog ran away from home. He
played with two big dogs. They ran away from
him. It began to rain. He went under a tree.
He wanted to go home, but he did not know the
way. He saw a boy he knew. The boy took
him home.
1. Who ran away from home ?
2. How many other dogs did he play with ?
3. Why did the dog go under the tree ?
4. What did the dog want then ?
S. Whom did he see ?
6. How did he get home
3. Time Number of Reading Errors
Six boys put up a tent by the side of the river.
They took things to eat with them. When the
sun went down, they went into the tent to sleep.
In the night, a cow came and began to eat grass
around the tent. - The boys were afraid. They
thought it was a bear.
1. How many boys went camping ?
2. Where did they put up their tent ?
3. What did they take with them besides their tent f
4. What did the boys do when the sun went down ?
5. What came around their tent in the night f
6. What was the cow doing
7. What did the boys think the cow was ?
4. Time Number of Reading Errors
Henry goes to a large lake in summer. Last
summer, a motorboat sank near his house. The
boat had ten men on it. The man who was
running the boat brought it very close to the
shore when the water was low. He hit a big
rock under water. It made a hole in the bottom
of the boat. The water came in very fast. All
of the men swam to shore.
1. Where does Henry go in summer ?
2. What happened near his house
3. What kind of boat was it ?
4. What did the boat hit ?
S. How fast did the water come in ?
6. How many men were on the boat f
7. What happened to the men on the boat
5. Time Number of Reading Errors
In 1807, Robert Fulton took the first long trip
in a steamboat. He went one hundred and fifty
miles up the Hudson River. The boat went five
miles an hour. This was faster th an a steamboat
had ever gone before. Crowds gathered on both
banks of the river to see this new kind of boat
go by. The fishermen did not like the boat.
They were afraid that its noise and splashing
would drive away all the fish.
1. What did Robert Fulton do in this story?
— 2. What kind of boat was it ?
3. What river was the trip made on ?
4. How far did the boat go ?
S. How fast did it go ?
6. Who did not like the boat ?
7. What were the fishermen afraid would happen ?





Reading Time* jn Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6
Reading COMPRE. L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
1 50 38 30 27 20 15
2 90 75 60 55 41 30
3 65 50 40 35 25 20
4 70 40 32 30 27 24
5 70 50 42 40 35 30 27 25 22
6 90 75 65 60 55 52 45 40 32
7
•
80 72 65 60 55 42
8 90 65 50
[4] * In seconds.
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6. Time Number of Reading Errors
The richest diamond field in the world is in
South Africa. Deep pits yield a hard substance
called “blue ground” which contains the diamonds.
The blue ground is spread over the drying fields for
a year. The weather gradually crumbles it. Then
it is taken up and run through washing machines
which sort out the stones and the diamonds. The
value of the diamonds is determined by color, size,
and purity. Blue, yellow, orange, brown, and green
diamonds have been discovered. The most valuable
ones are pure white. The largest diamond ever
found weighed almost two pounds.
1. In what country is the richest diamond field of the world ?
2. What is the substance containing the diamonds called 1
3. Why is the blue ground spread over the drying fields ?
4. What do the washing machines do ?
5. What are some of the colors of diamonds ?
6. Which diamonds are the most valuable!
7. How heavy was the largest diamond ever found ?
8. Time.. Number of Reading Errors
Between 1865 and 1900, the northern part of the United
States enjoyed great prosperity. Many new industries
developed, among them the making of thread and ready¬
made clothes. The invention of machinery revolutionized
methods of manufacture. For example, the introduction
of the McKay sewing machine permitted the manufacture
of shoes in big factories. Radical changes in steel-making
allowed enormous expansion of the iron and steel industries.
The Bessemer process of smelting was introduced into the
country in 1864 and the open-hearth process in 1867. As a
result, more machinery could be built, and factories became
more productive.
1. What great development is described here ?
2. When did this industrial growth take place?
3. What were some of the industries that arose ?
4. In which part of the United States did this take place ?
5. What invention increased the production of shoes ?
6. What processes of steel making were used ?
7. What effect did increased steel production have on industry ?
7. Time
Golf originated in
ice. The game in
in Scotland. It










1. Where did golf originate ?
2. How was it first played f
3. Where did it first appear in its present form f
4. Why was golf forbidden by James IV ?
5. Why did he change his mind ?
6. When was golf first introduced in America ?
7. What evidence have we of its popularity f











Poor enunciation in all reading
Poor enunciation of difficult words
Ignores punctuation
Habitual repetition of words
Habitual addition of words
Omits words
Marked insecurity evident
Word Skills in Oral Reading
Low sight vocabulary
Word-analysis ability inadequate
Errors on easier words
Guesses at unknown words from context
Ignores word errors and reads on
Poor enunciation of prompted words
Number of Reading Errors
Holland as a game played on
its present form first appeared
became unusually popular and
enjoyable that it was known as
James IV, however, thought
their work to indulge in this
that it was forbidden in 1457.
he found how attractive the
immediately regained its former
Golf spread gradually to other coun-
introduced in America in 1890. It has
favor until there is hardly a town that
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ORAL READING— UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
Instructions. Record time, errors, number of unaided memories, inaccurate memories, and prompted mem¬
ories, according to directions in the Manual.
1. Time No. of Reading Errorj
Bob
2. Time No. of Reading EiTor/
3. Time No. of Reading Errors.
Dick
jumped out of bed
and ran downstairs
It was his birthday





Dick took off the cover.
Out jumped
a little brown dog
The dog started to bark
and wag his tail
He was glad to get out..
Total











came down the road
He did not see
the car coming
because he was looking back ...
at the boys
who were still playing ball
The car was going slowly
It hit the boy,






5. Time No. of Reading Errors
Peter Cooper
built one of the first
railroad engines
in the United States
It was used to pull cars
from a city to a town
thirteen miles away
No one thought that
the engine could do this
In August
in the year 1830,
it was hooked to a car
packed full of people
It went at a speed
of eighteen miles an hour
and made the trip
in forty-eight minutes
People were surprised
that anyone could breathe
while going so fast
Total .
6. Time No. of Reading Errors
Large kites have been used.
for a great many things
In war they have been used
to carry signal lanterns
and to carry automatic
One general.
used kites to pull ropes
so that he could start to build
make **singing kites**.,.,,.
The weather bureau has used
kites.
to study temperature
and the speed of the wind. .
A string of kites once went up
Some kites are big enough. .
to lift a man
Total




Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recalls details badly on questions
Very scanty recall on hard material
General Reading Habits
Head movements; marked — slight
Loses place easily
Uses finger or pointer
Holds book too close or incorrectly
Frowns and shows signs of tenseness
Poor posture
Effort and attention low
Easily distracted
Lacks aggressiveness in attack
Shows aversion to reading
[6]
7. Time No. of Reading Errors
Baseball is called
the national sport
It developed from games
known as “rounders”
and “town ball.”
It was played in colleges.... ... .
as early as 1825
and its popularity
has constantly increased
It is easily understood
and demands simple equip*
ment
Curiously enough
war has been responsible
for the growth of the pastime
Men learned it in camps





Wherever American soldiers . . ..
have been stationed
they have created
an interest in baseball
which remained
after the men departed
Both amateur and
professional players
welcome the baseball season
Total






in the first war
waged by the United States
An army
of two thousand men




to punish Indians who
had broken treaty provisions
.They neglected to guard
against
unexpected assault





Firearms gave little protec¬
tion
against an enemy in ambush
After ■ a futile attempt at
defense,
St. Clair ordered his men
to retreat..,






about St. Clair’s carelessness

















Reading Time* in Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
1 5 6 50 36 30 27 24 18
2 8 10 80 70 60 55 36 30
3 10 12 65 50 38 31 25 20
4 14 15 17 50 40 32 30 27 22
5 12 14 18 55 45 35 30 27 22
6 12 14 16 80 65 60 55 50 47 43 40 35
7 8 13 80 70 67 60 52 40
8 10 80 60 45
Summary
[ 7 ] * In seconds.
SILENT READING— UNAIDED ORAL RECALL
Duirell Anal. Reading Difficult?
Instructions. Record time, number of unaided memories, inaccurate memories, and prompted memories
according to directions in the Manual.
1. Time No. of Memories
2. Time No. of Meinories
They found some seeds and
3. Time No. of Metnories
Total
4. Time No. of Memories
A little girl





She asked the man
inside the station
where her mother was
He said that her mother
could not get the car started
A man was trying to fix it
The little girl sat down
to wait.
A few minutes later
a big car
came around the corner
with her mother in it
The little girl got in
and they drove home
Total.
5. Time No. of Memories




went up in a balloon
His balloon was made of
paper
covered with strips of cloth
to make it.strong
A long rope kept it
from going too high
Later this man took a friend ....
up in the balloon with him
On this trip they rose





from where they started
Total
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Mechanics of Silent Reading
Low rate of silent reading
High rate at the expense of mastery
Lip movements; constant— occasional
Whispering; constant— occasional
Lacks persistence in hard material
Marked insecurity evident




Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recalls details badly in questions
Very scanty recall on hard material
Eye Movements
Range of eye movements per line to
Irregular pauses
Regressive movements
Comparison with Oral Reading (Underline)
Speed; higher— same— lower
Recall; better— same— poorer












would sell skins and land
for glass beads
Many men earned their liv¬
ing
by making glass beads
and bottles
In 1827
a man invented a way
to press molten glass
into iron molds
The most famous glass works . .. .
was in the town of Sand¬
wich in Massachusetts
The Sandwich glass had
a bright silvery appearance
and it could be molded into . .. .
very elaborate and attractive
patterns
Beautiful lamps and candle¬
sticks
as well as all sorts of dishes . . .
were made from this glass
In many New England homes . . .
pieces of Sandwich glass
are still found on display
Total
Time No. if Memories
is one of the more recent
who desired a game to inter-
it does not compete with
Opinion differs as to whether
by restricting the playing
Total
Dutiell Anal. Beading Difficulty
8. Time No. of Memories
Railroad'communication
developed rapidly
just after the Civil War
Between 1865 and 1873,
thirty-five thousand
miles of track were laid
This doubled the distance
people could travel
by railroad
Some of the new roads
connected important cities










lying within twenty miles
of the proposed roadbed
Alternate sections
were allotted to the railroad ;
those in between were
reserved for homesteaders
The sale of sections of land










Reading Time* in Grade
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
1 4 5 45 35 27 24 18 13
2 7 10 81 60 53 47 37 28
3 7 11 62 SO 35 30 23 16
4 12 IS 45 35 30 26 23 18
5 10 12 15 62 40 36 34 30 28 26 23 18
6 10 13 16 70 55 47 43 38 30 27 24 18
7 9 14 60 46 40 37 33 24
8 12 60 45 35
Summary
[9] * In seconds.
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
FLASHED WORD RECOGNITION AND WORD ANALYSIS TEST —First Grade







1. t o — 1. t o — 1. door — 1. door 1. orange — 1. orange
2. the — 2. the — 2. pig — 2. pig — 2. lost — 2. lost
3. i n — 3. i n — 3. good — 3. good — 3. cut — 3. cut
4. little — 4. little — 4. this — 4. this — 4. sister — 4. sister
5. tree — 5. tree — 5. morning — 5. morning — 5. rose — 5. rose
6. girl — 6. girl — 6. bed — 6. bed — 6. blow — 6. blow
7. dog — 7. dog — 7. like — 7. like — 7. tall — 7. tall
8. run — 8. run — 8. eat — 8. eat — 8. hole — 8. hole
9. it — 9. it — 9. around — 9. around — 9. love — 9. love
10. come — 10. come — 10. under — 10. under — 10. pen — 10. pen
11. m e — 11. m e — 11. rain — 11. rain — 11. frog — 11. frog
12. yellow — 12. yellow — 12. barn — 12. barn — 12. picture — 12. picture
13. mother — 13. mother — 13. live — 13. live — 13. joy — 13. joy
14. you — 14. you — 14. cry — 14. cry — 14. himself — 14. himself
IS. look — 15. look — 15. sleep — IS. sleep — IS. sand — 15. sand
16. are — 16. are — 16. call — 16. call — 16. please — 16. please
17. milk — 17. milk — 17. chicken — 17. chicken — 17. cover — 17. cover
18. children — 18. children — 18. time — 18. time — 18. animal — 18. animal
19. away — 19. away — 19. peep — 19. peep — 19. place — 19. p]l a c e
20. she — 20. she — 20. f i s h — 20. fi s h — 20. dark — 20. dark
21. one — 21. one — 21. asleep — 21. asleep — 21. people — 21. people
22. all — 22. all — 22. other — 22. other — 22. chimney — 22. chimney
23. day — 23. day — 23. chair — 23. chair — 23. talk — 23. talk
24. father — 24. father — 24. seen — 24. seen — 24. bark 24. bark
25. ball — 25. ball — 25. name — 25. name — 25. river — 25. river
26. big — 26. big — 26. breakfast — 26. breakfast — 26. afraid — 26. afraid
Flash Recognition Word Analysis
Total Correct Grade. Total Correct Grade
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FAULTY
PRONUNCIATION
(From word pronunciation test)

















Substitution of whole word
Similar form
Similar idea
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN
WORD ANALYSIS AND WORD RECOGNITION
Word Recognition Skills
Low sight vocabulary
Will not try difficult words
Can spell but not pronounce
Ignores word endings
Guesses at word from general form
Word Analysis
Word-analysis ability poor
Will not try difficult words
Has no method of word analysis
Sounds aloud by: single letters — blends — syllables
Unable to combine sounds into words
Looks away from word after sounding
Sounding slow or inaccurate
Spells words: successful — inadequate
Silent word study: successful— inadequate
Enunciates badly when prompted
Systematic errors (See tabulation)
Names of letters not known
Sounds of letters not known
Blends not known
I lO ]
Durrell Anal. Reading Difficulty
FLASHED WORD RECOGNITION AND WORD ANALYSIS TEST
Instructions. Record phonetically all incorrect responses according to directions in the Manual.
LIST 1
Flash Recognition Analysis
1. blue 1. blue
7.. ri ght 2. right
3. drink 3. drink
_ 4. fly 4. fly
5, ground 5. ground
_ 6. wood 6. wood
7, birthday 7. birthday
_ 8. road 8. road
<) fair 9. fair
10. Strong 10. Strong
11. smoke 11. smoke
_ 12. elephant 12. elephant
13. different 13. different
14. horse 14. horse
IS. Stamp IS. Stamp
_ 16. which 16. which
17. handle 17. handle
18. sli ce 18. slice
19. quickly 19. quickly
20. believe 20. believe
21. bridge 21. bridge
22. farmer 22. farmer
23. turkey 23. turkey
24. inch 24. inch
25. know 25. know
LIST 2
1. b attl e 1. battle
2, witch 2. witch
3, shoes 3. shoes
4. sailor 4. s ailor
_ 5. skate 5. skate
_ 6. cleaned 6. cleaned
7, crawl 7. crawl
8. polish 8. polish
9, quarter 9. q u arter
10. speed 10. speed
11. either . 11. either
12. tongue 12. tongue
13. understand 13. understand
14. single 14. single
IS. workman 15. workman
16. saucer 16. saucer
17. guard 17. guard
18. twilight 18. twilight
19. chapter 19. chapter
20. drawn 20. drawn
21. crank 21. crank
22. midnight 22. midnight
23. forgotten 23. forgotten
24. review 24. review
25. noise 25. noise
LIST 3
Flash Recognition Analysis
1. imagine . 1. imagine
2. flown . 2. flown
3. notebook . 3. notebook
4. broadcast . 4. broadcast
5. difference . 5. difference
6. c a n a r V . 6. canary
7. horseshoe . 7. horseshoe
8. invent . 8. invent
9. janitor 9. j a nicor
10. disturb 10. disturb
11. blunt 11. blunt
12. knocks 12. knocks
13. pretend 13. pretend
14. photograph 14. photo graph
IS. carpenter IS. carpenter
16. ceiling 16. ceiling
17. provide 17. provide
18. battery 18. battery
19. brittle 19. b ri ttl e
20. unloading 20. unloading
21. drawbridge 21. drawbridge
22. troublesome 22. troublesome
23. wheelbarrow 23. wheelbarrow
24. headquarters 24. headquarters
25. d el a V e d 25. delayed
LIST 4
_ 1. crowned 1. crowned
2. ache 2. ache
3. practice 3. practice
4. argue 4. argue
5. delighted 5. delighted
6. thoughtfulness 6. thoughtfulness
7. championship 7. championship
8. nephew 8. nephew
9. advertisement 9. advertisement
10. shingle 10. shingle
11. freight 11. frei ght
12. blundering 12. blundering
13. wrenches 13. wrenches
14. postpone 14. postpone
15. windshield 15. windshield
16. strengthen 16. strengthen
17. prairie 17. prairie
18. powerfully 18. powerfully
19. smolder 19. smolder
20. occasionally 20. occasionally
21. standardize 21. standardize
22. obstinate 22. obstinate
23. circumstances 23. circumstances
24. triumphant 24. triumphant





Total Correct. . Grade
Ouirell Anal. Reading Difficulty
PHONETIC INVENTORY
What are the names of these letters What do these letters say ?
s t c p e d f r i m 1 a b c 1 a s i b r t j u m h p
W g o n h y u V j k z q X e f 0 g X n V q d w y k z
T S A I L E P N R G B C U What do these say ?
O K F M Q D H W Y z V X J th St wh sh br ch dr tr cl fr
gr pi sm tw fl sk sw
Phonetic inventory results:
Letter names missing. . .
Letter sounds missing. . .
Blends missing
DIFFICULTIES IN SPELLING
Check List of Difficulties Norms
Omits sounds or syllables
Adds sounds or syllables
Incorrect phonetic spelling
Correct phonetic spelling but incorrect




Grade III — 12
Grade IV—16
List 2






Check List of Difficulties Norms
Speed too low
Poor letter formation




Hand preference: Right Left
(Letters per minute)
Grade II — 35
Grade III — 45
Grade IV—55
Grade V— 65
Grade VI — 75
NORMS FOR








L M H L M H
A— B or C 1 10 23 38 14 34 58
1 2 6 11 20 10 22 35
1 3 29 38 46 48 62 70
2 4 54 62 65 79 88 90
2 5 68 72 76 92 94 95
3 6 80 85 88 97 98 100
‘ See Manual concerning credits for easier lists.
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES IN
WRITTEN RECALL
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall ,
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Avoids use of new words in recall
Laborious writing
Spelling difficulty impedes recall
Ruled Lines for Writing or Spelling
[ 12 ]
MANWILLER WORD RECOGNITION TEST
By Charles E. Manwiller
Assistant Director of Curriculum Study and Research
Pittsburgh Public Schools
Drawings by Elmer Stephan
Test: Form B
For Grades 1 and 2
Name . Grade




Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1934 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
PRINTED m D.S.A. HWST I B-g
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other







Primary I Bahery: Form R































*Do not include when figuring
average achievement.
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•
1 7-9 ■ ■“ 7-8 - •
1 7-7 -■S 7-6 -
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■ 1 .S 7-5 -
1.7-4 -S7-3 -
■ 1-2.5M :
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* These two scales are independent. Only one Should
be used at one time. In plotting this chart, put an X in
the box above the scale which is to be used.
f An additional scale is provided here in order tomake
it possible to plot the chart in terms of norms other than
those of age or grade.
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture
of the achievement of an individual pupil as revealed by
his test scores. The equivalent (g^ade, age, or other type)
of each test score should be plotted on the proper stave
and these points joined to make the profile.
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1946 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
FXINTED m U.S.A. lUT : FEIU. 11X*14
a
Metropolitan i Prim. 1: R
Metropolitan: Prim. 1: K
I 3 ]
[4]
Metropolitan: Prim. 1: R
37-39
fish in a bowl
a girl at the window
a fire under a kettle
a smiling face
a horse takes a drink
a plate and a spoon
the doll is having a bath
the child cuts the bread
a goat pulling a wagon
No. right StavM. score Gr. eguiv Age equiv.
[ S ]
Metropolitan: Prim. It R
Test 2. Reading -Word Recognition
o. my be we me
b. pig big bid dig
c. go on in to go in go up
1. ill all and ball
2. rough round crowd sound
3. may step tray stop
4. with how wish both
6. cabbages carriages vegetable valley
6. fished fishing wished finding
7. hid ham him hit
8. one sly own only
9. foot find food good
10. water enter waste waiter
11. far jam jar job
12. hair hers fair war
[6]















willow winning wonder window
deer deep weed dip
talking looking walking taking
learn letter listen lesson
she can we can they can she was
give away come away come play gone today
little animals large animals large apples lovely apples
pretty dish pretty dress ugly dress party dress
before him before them before her below him
seven stones shining stars short sticks several stars
hungry pets happy party happy people heavy package
help them keep some look there keep them
small slices all pieces small pieces small peaches
he sighs she sings he sings the rings
Gr. equiv.
[7]
No. right Stand, score Age equiv.
Metropolitan: Prim. I: ft
Test 3. Reading -Word Meaning
a. house boy stone mouse man father
6. ball roll pin doll skates rose
1. black night orange wash purple oil
2. woman warm mother flower cane Jane
3. for two five soon seven high
4. plant fish bird boot bee airplane
6. bear
1
ear moon goat wolf gate
6. bell soup nuts candy drum puppy
7. bowl cup bed spoon girl nose
8. this our what these where how
9. peas banks can wheel beets cabbage
10. map go gold walk window throw
11. key weed shoe child wall lily
12. short loud wide tell cook tail
No. right
No. wrong
Difference score Gr. equiv
[ 8 ]
MetiopoUUn: Prim. 1: S
Test 4. Numbers
☆ O 0 A




Metropolitan: Prim. I: R
7 1 3 2 6
1 5 4 9 0 7
9 4 6 1 8 2
[ lo 1
Metropolitan: Prim. 1: R
Q 4 6 7 1 00
9 12 10 6 LO
b 10 12 00 9 6
6 00 12 10 9
I II 1
Metropolitan. Prim. I: R




3 1 4 6 0
8 4 5 2 8
1 2 5 7 3
4 5 0 3 5
5 3 9 6 7
9 3 8 6 8
-1 -2 -5 -4 -7
Gr. equiv.
[ 12 ]
No. right Stand, score Age equiv.
Primary GRADES1-2-3 1953 S-Form
California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity
Devised by
ELIZABETH T. SULLIVAN, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND ERNEST W. TIEGS
r
TO BOYS AND GIRLS:
This test booklet has some games you will like. They will show how
well you can think. Do as many of them as you can.
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
PUBLISHED BY CAUFORNIA TEST BUREAU - 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CAUFORNIA
BRANCH OFFICES: MADISON, WISC.; NEW CUMBERLAND, PA. - COPYRIGHT 1953 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU - COPYRIGHT UNDER
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Test of Mental Maturity
primary 1.2-3 53 b-torm




Examiner .... ( ) Pupil's Age.













1. Sensing Right ond Left - - - 10*





5. Number Series - -- -- -- 12*
6. Numerical Quantity - - - - 12
TOTAL (5+6) 24
7. TOTAL VERBAL CONCEPTS - 28
Total Mental Factors - 98
Language Factors - - - - 52
(4+6+71




Average Grade Placement Equivalent
INTELL GRADE PLACEMENT - -
Yr.
* Non-language Tests Mentol Age
Mo.
\
DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE (Chorr Pupil's Scores Here)
Mentol Age
48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168
4.0 ‘ 5.0 ' 6.0
i I
7.0 8.0 ’ 9.0 1 110.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10








1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 5 6 78 9 101112 13 14 15
V
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
1 1 1 1
1 234567 8 9 10 11 12
^ r 1 1 nr" '1'


















II 1 1 1 1 III III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1








9 10 11 12
1 1 1
5 6 7 8
—1 1 1 I 1
9 1011 1213 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2122 23 24
1 1 1 1 1 1
^
12 14 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 1 1 1 1 1
2530 40 50 60 70 80 9C 95 98
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
^ 20 25 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52




34 36 38 40
1
42 44 46
1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 \




^.0 '3.0 '4.0 ‘5.0 'e.o ' 7.0 1 18.0
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